
Dear comrades in the Communist party of Greece, KKE 

 

Communist Workers´ Party - For peace and socialism (Finland) sends warm greetings to your 
party, your party members and to the central committee of KKE for the 95 year anniversary of 
the KKE. 

 

In Finland your party KKE is famous because of your strong continuity in struggle against 
capitalism and imperialism for socialism. Your party has succeeded to stand united over hard 
years when many other communist and workers´ parties had split. The ability to stand united 
in hard circumstances of class struggle shows KKE´s high level of awareness over the theory 
and practice of Marxism-Leninism. We, communists in CWP in Finland very much appreciate 
it and our party. 

 

The crisis of capitalism is deepening also in Finland. Our government does decisions which 
are very familiar to the people in Greece. Our people in Finland are paying the bill of our 
capitalists´ incorrect economic policy which is based on the deepening relationship and ties in 
European Union. During last 20 years in membership in EU we have not only lost remarkable 
part of our sovereignty but also have become heavily indebted. We have lost mostly our large 
state-owned industry and have confronted high level of unemployment. Number of poor 
people is increasing and gap between poor and rich people is widening from year to year. It is 
big shame that in our government social democrats and leftish party are cooperating with 
conservatives and doing decisions against working class and poor people.  

Our government and parliament have already 20 years made steps in deepening relationship 
with NATO. Our national army is deeply involved technically and in their strategy with NATO. 
In fact Finland acts as a member of NATO, only without formal membership in that imperialist 
war organization. Communist workers` party in Finland is the only political party which 
demands consistently that Finland should cut all relations with NATO. 

Our party is only party in Finland which does not take part in Euro parliament elections 2014. 
Additionally we have already started boycott campaign against the elections.  We explain to 
our people and working class that only possibility to solve economic and political problems 
and crises in Finland is to get rid of EU, to recover our political and economic independence 
and sovereignty over our natural resources. The struggle over independence goes in hand by 
hand over struggle for nationalizing our big industry and banks, the new sovereign agricultural 
policy, the nationally regulated use of workforce, and gradually to the solutions for 
socialism.   We congratulate KKE in its struggle for the working class people in Greece and 
for the socialism. 

 

Comradely 

Communist workers´ party – For Peace and Socialism (Finland) 

Political committee 

Mikko Vartiainen 

Vice Chairman 


